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surrounds
us
Why do crows create a commotion around their dead?
What information do they gather about danger? Kaeli
Swift is fascinated by this, and after writing previously
about her field experiences in urban Seattle, she can now
explain what her research was really about.
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The idea that crows take particular interest in their
dead wasn’t revolutionary at the start of my research.
In fact, curiosity over their observation was a common
question my co-author and I, Dr. John Marzluff, were
often challenged with as we interacted with the
public. The outlines of these stories were often the
same; a mass of calling crows gathered around the
body of a deceased individual from minutes to hours,
though the details could vary quite a lot. My dental
assistant told me that, as a little girl, she watched
the crows on her farm ‘bury’ a fallen crow by placing
sticks and other objects on its body. Another observer
witnessed crows taking silent shifts for hours on end
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DANGER

eople underestimate how beautiful
crows are. On a bright day even an
untrained eye can spot the spectrum
of colours that emerge from their black
ensemble. Deep purples and blues
coat the birds’ feathers in a sheet of
iridescent technicolor. Occasionally, I
find myself in my office, cradling a bird
in my hand as the incoming light betrays the beauty
hidden in those velvety black feathers, the specimen’s
cotton eyes staring blankly back at me as my own
drink in the colours. Even in death, these animals
continue to teach and amaze me. I used to wonder
though, are humans the only animals learning
from these lifeless bodies? Now, sitting in my office
amongst the half dozen crow bodies packed neatly
always in their boxes, I know the answer.
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Now we were asking if a crow’s collection of
human faces could include people who were
only inferred to be dangerous based on their
proximity to a dead crow. In other words;
could you make crow enemies by being at the
wrong place at the wrong time with one of
their dead?
To address these questions I began by
identifying a breeding pair, typically by locating
their nest or fledglings. In some cases these
were individuals which had been uniquely
ringed many years prior, but since we did not
want to change their behaviour by capturing
the birds immediately before the trials began,
most were unmarked. After identifying a
unique pair I would feed them at the same
place at roughly the same time everyday for
three days, or until they would consistently
approach the food. This conditioned the birds
to arrive at our experimental site once they
saw me, and provided us with a baseline to
establish, on average, how quickly the birds
would approach the food pile. Following this conditioning period
it was time to introduce our experimental stimulus. In addition
to understanding if crow death indicates dangerous places
and people, I wanted to know how it compared to other kinds
of dangers, such as that posed by a predator. I designed three
different presentations to tease this out: i) A person holding a dead
crow, ii) a person standing near a live-looking red-tailed hawk and
iii) a person standing near a live looking red-tailed hawk with a
dead crow.

to, as she put it, “Guard and pay their respects
to the body.” What was the meaning of these
behaviours? We could offer little more than
speculation to explain the most unique stories,
but emerging research was helping shape
what might be behind the bigger picture.

We wanted to know if, like the jays, crows
used these events as a means to learn that
a place is dangerous, but primarily we were
interested in something that had not yet
been tested: whether they could learn and
remember the face of a person who was
seen handling or standing near a dead crow.
John had previously demonstrated that wild
crows were capable of learning the faces of
people who captured them, but in this case
the interaction between the person and
‘threatened’ crow was much more direct.
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Previous work on crows and ravens
demonstrated that planting crow effigies
or playing distress calls and re-enacting
the individuals’ demise impacted how
the birds behaved in those areas. An
experiment conducted with Western scrubjays demonstrated that the birds could tell
the difference between a dead jay and a live,
intruding jay, and suggested that the mobs
that form in response to their dead is an
extension of typical anti-predator behaviours
and a way to learn about a dangerous place.
So with these studies in mind we sought to
build upon the emerging interpretation of
crow death-gatherings and ask some simple
questions about just what the crows might be
learning from these experiences.

Although putting out piles of crow food on a busy urban sidewalk
came with its fair share of problems (think dogs, hungry people,
angry building managers, etc.) it was our presentations of the
dangerous event that attracted the most attention. Lacking
the funding that would have afforded hired techs, I leaned on
volunteers to act as the ‘dangerous’ human and stand around with
dead birds. In order to keep the face associated with a particular
site the same over many weeks of testing, the volunteers wore
latex masks that could be later re-worn by any number of new
volunteers. In all, there were 6 different faces, each with a name
of an actual person (mostly former grad students) that they were
moulded from.
There’s a sense of discomfort whenever we encounter people
concealing their identity in public, but to do so with something
that’s trying so hard to look like a human face brings a different
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birds formed a deafening black cloud above the volunteer,
the hawk, and the dead crow that accompanied it,
drawing the ire from one of the offices nearby.
During these presentations we found that crows were the
most alarmed when both a hawk and a dead crow were
present. We measured this by looking at which of the
three scenes was most likely to result in the recruitment
of neighbouring birds and which was the most likely to
keep the birds away from the food in the hours after we
removed the dangers. This finding told me that not all
dangers are created equally in a crow’s mind, and familiar
predators with crow prey are the most frightening. But
what about the places associated with these events?
For the following three days I would resume feeding the
birds, in half the cases the food was presented alone and
the other half it was presented with the same masked
person seen on the stimulus day. In both cases, we
found that crows took longer to approach the food pile
than they had during the conditioning period. Whereas
before they would strut towards the food, head high,
eager for treats, now they would often be seen nervously
side-stepping towards the pile, their shoulders and
head pulled away, ready to take flight at the slightest
provocation. Indeed it seems crows resemble jays in their
ability to learn that caution should be taken in places
associated with death. Most impressively though, was
how they responded to the people.
A week after last seeing the masked person, we would
reintroduce them to the crows. Although their hands
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Even today, the distinctive ‘clink’ of a bird’s nails as it hits a
streetlight makes my heart skip a beat. Since after the three
days of conditioning the birds were used to arriving when
I did, many of our stimulus trials began with this sound.
The crow would arrive, anxious for food, only to find a very
different kind of scene than the one it was used to. Instead
of the food pile alone and ripe for the feast, it was now
accompanied by my masked volunteer with one of our three
different stimulus scenes. The bird would often cock its head,
eyeing the black mass lying in the volunteer’s outstretched
hands or the tall, threatening raptor stationed nearby. We
would wait, holding our breath for what we knew was coming
when after only a few moments the crow would erupt in
defensive alarm calls – scolding the threatening intruders.
Crows scolded during 96% of the ‘dangerous’ presentations
and the majority of those were followed by the arrival of
the neighbouring birds. Once assembled, the mob would
continue to scold and occasionally dive bomb the masked
person and/or the hawk for 10-30 minutes. In one case, 43
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“In one case,
43 birds
formed a
deafening
black cloud
above the
volunteer,
the hawk,
and the dead
crow that
accompanied
it...”

kind of fright. Even though volunteers wore a sign identifying
the nature and purpose of our actives, it couldn’t always
prevent the knee jerk fear these masks produced. By the end
of the study, my regular volunteers all had a new, hopefully
useless skill with which to adorn their CV’s; how to look nonthreatening while wearing someone else’s face and holding
a dead bird. Of course, the fear response we elicited from
people was merely a side effect; the real question was what
the crows would do.
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were now empty of crow bodies, and no hawks
stood patiently nearby, we found that many crows
scolded at the sight of them, indicating that they
indeed recalled their face. Even after 6 weeks, a
third of the birds continued to act defensively when
they encountered the person seen during that initial
‘dangerous’ presentation.
I used to wonder if humans were the only animals
to learn from the bodies of the dead. Now I know
that not to be true. Though they may not appreciate
the ascetics of a crow specimen like I can, they
know to learn from its demise, to learn about what
new humans to watch out for or what places they
should treat with caution. What I still cannot explain,
however, is if a crow understands their comrade’s
death with a sense of grief. While I can offer people
a better answer than in years past when they ask me
to explain their observation of a crow ‘funeral’ I still
cannot say what more might be going on behind
those dark eyes other than simply danger learning.
All I can offer is that like a crow’s feather, there is
often much more complexity to be discovered if only
we take a closer look.

Swift, K. N., & Marzluff, J. M. (2015). Wild American crows
gather around their dead to learn about danger. Animal
Behaviour, 109, 187-197.
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